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TABLETS HAVE REVOLUTIONIZED RETAIL

It is without doubt that the tablet has revolutionized retail to the extent that these 

devices have enabled the sought after in-store convergence between online shopping 

and the bricks and mortar reality of the high street. The familiarity, price point 

and looks have enabled consumer tablets to take the lead over their more robust 

commercial cousins in a broad range of in-store applications that have brought the 

omnichannel experience to life. 

Whether static or hand-held, these products were not, of course, designed for the 

tasks demanded of them in the commercial world. To protect them, charge them and 

connect them in an easy, simple and elegant way are all issues to be addressed when 

deploying tablets within the commercial world.

A-FRAME IS THE SOLUTION

The OpenSpace A-Frame™ from SpacePole, Inc. provides that security in an  

enclosure that offers the ultimate flexibility for a range of stand-alone applications.  

It has been designed and manufactured in aluminum. A 10-day time to market  

production process means that A-Frame can react to an ever-changing tablet market, 

where new devices or revisions of existing tablets are the norm.

The A-Frame enables applications across the store. From in-store ordering, information 

look up points and even virtual merchandising and utilizing a simple fitting kit, a mobile 

payment terminal can be added when housed in our specially designed M-Case 

sleeve to create a very cool looking mPOS system.

Welcome to a new world of tablet utilization.

BENEFITS

• Mount any tablet

• Highly customizable

• Fixed tablet enclosure offers security  

without losing the essential style and ease 

of use associated with tablets

• Various locking options allow for  

unattended use

• Internal cable management

• Utilizing a simple fitting kit, a mobile 

payment terminal can be added to create  

a cool looking mPOS system

• Compatible with a wide range of mounts: 

desk mounts, wall mounts and floor stands
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APPLICATIONS

• In-store ordering

• Information look-up point

• Click-and-collect

• Parcel pickup

• Virtual merchandising

• mPOS (requires add-on)

OpenSpace A-Frame™  
Securely mount ANY TABLET


